The hitherto unexplored nonlocality of quantum correlations in the information transfer protocol of remote state preparation (RSP) is investigated in terms of a unified nonlocality argument formulated for teleportation as well as for two distinct RSP schemes. The argument differs only in the respective types of local measurements used in each scenario. One of the RSP schemes uses single particle projective measurements, while the other uses joint Bell-basis measurements. Interestingly, the quantum mechanical violations of the Bell-CHSH type inequalities formulated for each of the RSP setups, while being equal to each other, also turn out to be equal to that of the corresponding Bell-CHSH type local realist inequality for teleportation, using the common resource of non-maximally entangled state. This reveals that for such a resource state, the maximum amount of extractable nonlocality of correlations involved in the transfer of information is the same for the standard teleportation protocol and the two RSP schemes considered here, thereby implying that the essential difference between teleportation and remote state preparation lies in the amount of classical information required to be exchanged between parties, and not in the nonlocality of underlying correlations.
Introduction
Entanglement is an outstanding feature of quantum mechanics [1] [2] [3] . It lies at the heart of quantum information transfer protocols such as dense coding 4 and teleportation 5 , where it gives rise to an enhanced capacity of the communication channel between two spatially separated parties, beyond the classically attainable level. On the other hand, a profound implication of entanglement is quantum nonlocality, which is the incompatibility between an appropriately derived local realist constraint and the quantum mechanical correlations between the measured local observables pertaining to the spatially separated, entangled parties. This is usually shown in an archetypal setup where the quantum mechanically calculated correlations between the outcomes of local projective measurements made on each side violate the upper bound of the Bell-CHSH inequality [6] [7] [8] [9] , or that for any of the other local realist inequalities pertaining to such a setup [10] [11] [12] [13] . In recent years, for revealing aspects of quantum nonlocality, different types of setups or manipulations on the two sides of the entangled system have been proposed [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . These studies underscore the point that the manifestation of nonlocality is dependent on the measurement scenario as much as it is on the state itself.
Against the backdrop of the above line of investigations, the extent to which nonlocality can be revealed in the context of the setups used for entanglement-based information transfer protocols is, thus, a question of considerable significance. Here we note that the nonlocality of quantum teleportation, which involves the transmission of an arbitrary quantum state over space-like separation using local measurements and two bits of classical information, has been probed to some extent by a number of authors [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, surprisingly, the nonlocality involved in any other information transfer protocol has remained unexplored. In this paper, we concentrate on the nonlocality of quantum correlations used for remote state preparation(RSP), which is considered in the following specific sense.
Suppose Alice and Bob initially share a non-maximally entangled state cos θ |00 + sin θ |11 , characterized by the real variable θ which is accessible to Alice and Bob through their respective local measurements. Here Alice's task is to create a pure state at Bob's end, on the great circle characterised by the value of polar angle equal to 2θ on Bob's Bloch sphere. The state itself is specified by the value of the additional parameter φ . In order to achieve this, Alice uses local operations and classical communication which enable her to transfer information about the azimuthal angle φ on the aforementioned great circle, leading to the creation of the desired state cos θ |0 + sin θ e iφ |1 at Bob's end.
For realising the above kind of constrained remote preparation of states, we consider two distinct deterministic schemes which are are outlined in the following section. Subsequently, we analyse their nonlocality within a general framework which is first illustrated with respect to teleportation using non-maximally entangled states, and subsequently for the RSP schemes. This is followed by a comparison of the nonlocality of the RSP schemes with that of teleportation that enables a deeper understanding of the nature of relationship between them. The paper is concluded by summarising the insights gained into the nonlocality of both teleportation and the RSP schemes considered here, and directions for future studies are indicated.
Remote State Preparation of Constrained States
The two specific RSP schemes discussed in this section can be used to prepare the same set of states at Bob's end, but by using different local operations at Alice's end. We first consider a scheme adapted from Lo's paper 26 that involves local von-Neumann projective measurements at Alice's end. Then, a novel RSP scenario is formulated where Alice makes joint Bell-basis measurement using an ancilla on her side to perform the same task. The former scheme is first discussed, as follows.
Remote State Preparation with von-Neumann Projective Measurement
Suppose Alice and Bob share the following non-maximally entangled state:
As remarked before, both Alice and Bob can individually determine the value of the parameter θ . Alice's task is to prepare a pure state at Bob's end involving the phase factor φ . In order to achieve this, Alice first makes the local rotation |1 → e iφ |1 on her particle after which the state becomes
Alice then does a Hadamard transformation that corresponds to the following rotation:
which converts the entangled state given by Ψ I of Eq.2 to
If Alice now makes a von-Neumann projective measurement in the σ z computational basis, it is easily seen that Bob's state is either cos θ |0 + e iφ sin θ |1 or cos θ |0 − e iφ sin θ |1 , depending on whether Alice gets the outcomes +1 or -1 (which are eigenvalues of σ z corresponding to |0 and |1 respectively).
Alice then sends the results of her measurements to Bob, encoded onto one bit (corresponding to the two outcomes she obtains). Based on this communication, Bob can sort his states into the two subensembles of pure states mentioned above. We also see that since these two states can be converted into each other by |1 → − |1 , which is a simple phase flip, Bob can always always ends up with the state that Alice wishes to create, thereby ensuring the scheme to be deterministic.
Remote State Preparation with Bell-basis Measurement
We now propose a scheme to remotely prepare the same final state as in the previous scheme, using the same entangled state given by Eq.1, but based on joint measurements at Alice's end, instead of single-particle von-Neumann projective measurement. For this purpose, Alice first performs the local phase transformation, |1 → e iφ |1 , which fixes the parameter φ corresponding to the state on the great circle specified by polar angle value of 2θ that will be created at Bob's end. Subsequently, Alice applies the C-NOT gate on her qubit and an ancilla which is introduced at her end, with Alice's qubit as the control bit. Consequently, Eq.1 becomes
where |ξ is the state of the ancilla. The scheme does not depend on the choice of the ancilla state, as we will show soon. For brevity, here the state of the ancilla is taken to be one of the computational basis states (|0 ). U An-A is the unitary C-NOT operation defined by the following transformation(with the second qubit as the control bit):
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Alice then does Bell-basis measurements on her qubit and the ancilla, and sends information to Bob about the outcomes. If we express the kets in the ancilla-Alice space in terms of the Bell-basis states, Eq.5 can be written as :
where
From the form of Eq.7, it is seen that Alice will only get two measurement outcomes corresponding to the Bell-states {φ + , φ − }, which can be encoded onto a single bit and communicated to Bob. Based on this communication, Bob can then separate his ensemble of states into two subensembles of pure one-qubit states that are inter-convertible in the same way as discussed as the last subsection, thereby ensuring that this scheme is also deterministic.
Let us now consider the above scheme by starting with a general ancilla state |ξ = a |0 + b |1 and going through the same steps as above. Alice will then get outcomes corresponding to all the four Bell-basis states. The counterpart of Eq.7 will be
Eq.9 shows that Bob's conditional state is the same for both projectors {|φ + φ + | and |ψ + ψ+|}, and for {|φ − φ − | and |ψ − ψ−|}. This allows Alice to club her outcomes into two pairs, effectively making it a two-outcome measurement. The probability of each of these two outcomes can be shown to be 1 2 , independent of the parameters of the ancilla state. This clearly shows that, whatever be the ancilla state, this protocol works equally well and is deterministic.
Here we would like to remark that the above scheme is teleportation-like, in the sense that Bell-basis measurements(on Alice and an ancilla) and classical communication are used. This feature will be important for later discussions comparing the nonlocality in RSP with that in teleportation.
A Unified Non Locality Argument for Teleportation and Remote State Preparation
A typical information transfer protocol involves local operations/measurements and transfer of classical information between spatially separated parties that can communicate with each other. Here it is important to note that the role of classical communication is to enable the parties to access the transferred information, while the transfer of information is accomplished irrespective of the classical communication bits 21 . The question as to whether the quantum correlations that enable this information transfer are incompatible with any local realist model is what we mean by the nonlocality of such a protocol. For example, in teleportation, the nonlocality of correlations used for transfer of information is analysed by getting rid of the classical channel and considering the following: Alice, the sender, still makes Bell-basis measurements but can vary her choice of input ancilla state, while the receiver, Bob, can do spin projective measurements along the direction he chooses. Let us now delve deeper into the analysis of the nonlocality of teleportation in the next section, which will set the stage for discussion of nonlocality in the context of remote state preparation.
Nonlocality of Teleportation using Non-Maximally Entangled States
To recall for completeness, teleportation is the transfer of an arbitrary ancilla state, say |η , using an entangled resource state we will call D shared between Alice and Bob. Alice performs joint Bell-basis measurement on her particle and the ancilla, and sends the outcomes of her measurement to Bob via two bits of information. Based on this information, Bob performs unitary rotations on his particle according to some pre-agreed strategy. The original teleportation scheme used maximally entangled states for the resource state D 5 , resulting in the ancilla state being perfectly transferred to Bob every single time. However, we can continue to use the same protocol (which includes the strategy used to assign Bob's unitary rotations to Alice's outcomes) when the resource state is of the non-maximally entangled form Eq.1, in which case the ancilla state is reconstructed imperfectly. If the state produced at Bob's end is ρ Bob , we define fidelity of the transfer F as M η|ρ Bob |η , where M stands for mean over all the possible ancilla states |η . This has been shown to be 27 :
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where we see that F(θ = π/4) = 1 and it goes to the classical value of 2/3 as we move towards product states 20 . Let us now analyse the nonlocality of such an information transfer. We suppose Alice does joint Bell-basis measurements for the two choices of ancilla states she wishes to teleport, |η 1 and |η 2 , while Bob measures spin along two different directions, n 1 andn 2 . We further introduce the following bivalent functions of Bell-basis projectors on ancilla-Alice subspace:
whose values (which are ±1) Alice can determine from the outcome of her Bell-basis measurement, as can be seen easily. Like the Bell-CHSH scenario, we now choose two settings on each side -while the choices on Bob's side have been already stated, Alice chooses to determine either the value of the operator A 1 while she teleports |η 1 , or the value of A 2 while teleporting |η 2 . The usual derivation of the Bell-CHSH inequality 8, 9 , adapted to this scenario, then gives us the following expression:
where σ 1 = σ .n 1 , σ 2 = σ .n 2 , and D is the entangled state of Alice and Bob. A violation of this inequality implies the nonexistence of a local hidden-variable model where Bob's measurement outcome is independent of the choice of state Alice attempts to teleport. The local realism used in obtaining Eq.11 also assumes that Alice's measurement outcomes are independent of Bob's choice of the direction of projective measurement. Thus, violation of these local realist notions in this scenario is what is entailed by the nonlocality of correlations used in teleporting the state. These implications,we stress, are distinct from the non-locality of correlations in the standard Bell test where a violation implies the impossibility of an LHV model explaining correlations between arbitrary measurements on both sides. A violation of the teleportation inequality in Eq.11 only implies the non-existence of a local model that mimics the correlations that actually participate in teleportation at the hidden variable level.
The LHS of the inequality in Eq.11 (denoted by B 1 ) depends on Alice's choice of ancilla states, |η 1 and |η 2 , and on Bob's choice of the direction of projective measurements,n 1 andn 2 , besides the resource state of Eq.1 characterised by θ . We now plot the supremum of this function over measurement choices on each side, denoted thence by B 1 (θ ) in Fig 1(a) . A violation of the local realist bound is seen only for θ π/8 (where the approximate inequality indicates that the value is calculated numerically). Teleportation using resource states characterised by θ π/8 cannot therefore occur without involving nonlocality. As a corollary, for values of θ less than π/8, teleportation may not be non-local, although the underlying non-maximally entangled resource states violate the Bell-CHSH inequalities by themselves and hence are non-local. This feature has not yet been pointed out for teleportation using non-maximally entangled states. The corresponding fidelity beyond which teleportation occurs non-locally is 2) 24 . Note that Eq.11 is only a particular form of a wider class of local realist inequalities that can be formulated in this scenario. Different forms of these inequalities depend upon the choice of joint observables (involving different linear combinations of Bell basis projectors, or even more general forms) measured by Alice. The specific form of Eq.11 appears in ref. 24 , where it was derived as a special case of the teleportation inequality appearing in ref. 23 .
It may be also be emphasised that the setup indicated above is an example of the generalised measurements one can make on the two parts of the entangled system to reveal the nonlocality present in a given scenario. Hence, teleportation itself, without the classical channel, can be looked upon as a non-trivially different setup for showing quantum nonlocality where the underlying nonlocality is that of the state contingent upon the scenario in which it is manifested.
Given the above background, we now proceed to address the issue of nonlocality for each of the two schemes for remote state preparation discussed in the previous section. A key point in discussing nonlocality in teleportation was the local realist assumption, among others, of the independence of the outcome of Bob's measurement with respect to the choice of the state Alice chooses to teleport to Bob. A bound on the amount of local correlations in both the RSP schemes considered in this paper follows similarly from an assumption of independence of Bob's measurement outcome with respect to the choice of Alice's local phase transformation, specified by the variable φ , and consequently of the state (on the great circle corresponding to a given polar angle 2θ ) that Alice wishes to create at Bob's end.
Nonlocality of Remote State Preparation with von Neumann Projective Measurement
In order to formulate the nonlocality argument of the RSP protocol using von Neumann projective measurements (discussed in the first subsection of the previous section), analogous to teleportation, we set up the appropriate scenario by first getting Figure 1 . The correlators appearing in Eqs. (11), (12) and (13), corresponding to teleportation and the two RSP schemes presented respectively, maximized over all possible measurements settings (as defined separately for each scheme), are plotted in (a), (b) and (c) (in that order) against the parameter θ defining the initial entanglement of Alice and Bob's joint state.
rid of the classical communication. In contrast to the usual Bell scenario where Alice can choose the direction of her spin projective measurement, here she chooses the parameter of her local phase transformation while continuing to perform the unitary Hadamard transformation on her particle and the subsequent measurement of the σ z observable. In the absence of classical communication, Bob does a spin projective measurement along a direction of his choice. Alice and Bob can then combine the outcomes of their measurements to test the nonlocality of the correlations between the outcomes. An important element in our nonlocality argument is that, in RSP, Alice has the freedom to choose the azimuthal angle φ of the state to be prepared at Bob's end, which is like the freedom to choose the state that Alice can teleport in teleportation.
We can now develop a the relevant local realist inequality based on this scenario analogous to the case of teleportation (described in detail in the last subsection). The measurement setting on Alice's side is defined by her choice of the parameter φ , while Bob chooses the direction of his spin projective measurement. With two distinct settings thus specified on each side, the following Bell-CHSH type inequality will then hold:
where σ 1 = σ .n 1 , σ 2 = σ .n 2 and θ is the variable characterising the degree of entanglement of the starting joint state of Eq.1 of the protocol. The expectation values are calculated with respect to the joint wave function of Alice and Bob after the Hadamard transform, given by Eq.4, denoted here by |Ψ(φ ) to emphasise the φ -dependence.
We plot the value of the Bell operator in Eq.12, optimized over all possible choices of φ (Alice's end) andn 1 ,n 2 (Bob's end), as a function of θ (denoted by B 2 (θ )) in Fig 1(b) . As θ is varied from 0 to π/4, Alice and Bob's initial resource state goes from a shared product state to the maximally entangled state. The plot generated in Fig 1(b) is the same as the one we obtained for teleportation given by Fig 1(a) , with a violation of the local realist bound for θ π/8 (where the approximate inequality similarly indicates that the value is calculated numerically), and a maximum violation of 2 √ 2 for θ = π/4, corresponding to maximally entangled resource state.
Nonlocality of Remote State Preparation with Bell-basis Measurement
We now examine the nonlocality of the scheme for RSP with Bell-basis measurements (introduced in the second subsection of the last section). The scheme uses joint Bell-basis measurements on Alice's end to effect the disentanglement required to prepare states remotely at Bob's end, as opposed to the single-particle projective measurements in the previous scheme. As pointed out before, this protocol is teleportation-like. Therefore, to study its nonlocality, we can use the Bell-CHSH type teleportation inequality of Eq.11, modified appropriately to fit the following scenario : Alice can choose her phase rotation, which boils down to her choice of the parameter φ , while continuing to perform the subsequent C-NOT operation and Bell-basis projective measurement, as per the protocol. Bob, in the absence of the classical communication, makes a single-particle ideal spin measurement on his particle along the direction of his choice. In the same vein as that for the two preceding schemes, the correlations that enable the information transfer would have to satisfy the following local realist inequality, if describable by a local realist model of this scenario: (13) where the terms carry the same meaning as the previous subsection, and the expectation values are calculated with respect to the grand wave function of the ancilla-Alice-Bob system after the C-NOT operation, given by Eq.5, denoted here by |Ψ(φ ) to emphasise the φ -dependence.
Again, we plot the value of the Bell correlator function given by the LHS of the above inequality as a function of θ (denoted by B 3 (θ )) in Fig. 1(c) , maximizing over all possible measurement settings on the both sides, just like in the two previous subsections. We showed in the previous section that starting with a given state, either RSP scheme can be used to prepare the same final states with the same one bit of classical communication. Given this equivalence, unsurprisingly, we find that the plot for B 3 (θ ) overlaps exactly with that for B 2 (θ ) and therefore with B 1 (θ ).
Comparison of these Non-Localities
At the outset, we must first clarify that the specific forms of the local realist inequalities appearing in Eqs. 11, 12 and 13 are obtained in the context of a common Bell-CHSH type scenario and are distinct only in the details of the measurements made on either side, which is why a meaningful comparison of the nonlocality of these schemes in terms of these inequalities is possible. The central result that emerges from this comparison is that the maximum value of the Bell correlators appearing in the inequalities is the same for teleportation and the two RSP schemes, if we use any non-maximally entangled resource state. This is reflected in the fact that the three curves for B 1 (θ ), B 2 (θ ) and B 3 (θ ) in Fig.1 are the same, and implies the sameness of the amount of nonlocality which can be extracted in each of these schemes.
In teleportation, the decreasing nonlocality of correlations (measured in terms of the value of B 1 (θ )), as θ decreases, can be understood in terms of its trade-off with fidelity -lesser amount of nonlocality would mean a greater probability of error in teleporting a given state and a decreasing fidelity. On the other hand, the RSP protocol considered in this paper is deterministic for all values of θ and hence the amount of nonlocality involved seems to have no bearing on the probability with which the task is successfully accomplished. However, nonlocality seems to play a subtle role in RSP suggested by the feature that the cardinality of the set of states on the great circle characterised by polar angle 2θ increases as we go from the poles to the equator and, hence, more information (whether quantum or classical) would be needed to specify them. Now, since the classical information transferred is fixed to be one bit, more information transfer would be required in the quantum channel, which would suggest that a greater amount of nonlocality of correlations would be needed to prepare Bob's state on the equator than on the poles which, in turn, is reflected by the increasing values of B 2 (θ ) and B 3 (θ ) as θ increases.
Furthermore, from the same magnitude of the quantum violations of local realism in both teleportation and RSP, one is led to conclude that, for resource states of Eq.1, the essential difference between these two lies in the amount of classical information transferred in the respective final stages. It is interesting to note that for the special case of maximally entangled resource state, perfect teleportation faithfully relays information about the two parameters that specify the state of the ancilla to Bob, while in RSP, information about only one parameter (the azimuthal angle on the equator of the Bloch sphere corresponding to the state Alice is trying to prepare) is transferred to Bob. Thus, one would have intuitively expected that the nonlocality of correlations required for perfect teleportation would be greater than that needed for remote preparation of a state on the equator of the Bloch sphere, which is not the case. Another curiosity to be noted is that the RSP information task can be carried out with perfect accuracy using either protocol presented without actually utilising non-locality, for resource states of Eq.11 with θ < π/8. This is in stark contrast to teleportation where non-locality is essential to achieve faithful transfer.
Conclusions
In a nutshell, this paper provides an overarching logical framework for analysing the role of nonlocality in implementing information transfer tasks in the context of various protocols, whose application is illustrated here specifically with respect to teleportation and remote state preparation. This opens up a range of possibilities for probing the previously unexplored nonlocality of correlations involved in other information transfer schemes such as in probabilistic teleportation 28 , entanglement swapping 5, 29 and other schemes for remote state preparation 30 . Such studies would not only enable comparing and contrasting the various information transfer protocols, but may also provide heuristic clues for harnessing nonlocality as a resource for more efficient transfer of quantum information. Here we may note that some studies have been done probing the use of nonlocality as a resource for information processing 31 , and the amount of resources required to simulate correlations in entangled quantum states [32] [33] [34] [35] .
It needs to be stressed that the nonlocality demonstrated in this paper is that of the correlations involved in the measurement scenario we impose on the quantum state pertinent to the information transfer protocol considered, which goes beyond the usual Bell scenario involving projective single-particle measurements on either side of the apparatus. Substituting the single ideal measurements used in the usual Bell-CHSH scenario with local transformations and subsequent measurements required for the specific information transfer protocols of teleportation and RSP, a unified nonlocality argument is formulated in this paper using the common resource of non-maximally entangled states. Thus, the analysis provided in this paper may serve as a springboard for a comprehensive study of the role of nonlocality of quantum correlations as a resource actually involved in the information transfer in various protocols which, in turn, can enrich the earlier mentioned studies concerning nonlocality as a resource which only consider correlations between the outcomes of single particle projective measurements on the two sides of the entangled system.
We may also emphasise that the simple, first principle approach we take to a Bell-type nonlocality argument for correlations involved in the information transfer can be adapted with similar ease to build non-CHSH type inequalities. For example, an I3322-type local realist inequality bounding correlations involved in the teleportation protocol may have the following form (considering Alice calculates A 1 when she is attempting to teleport ancilla states |η 1 or |η 2 , and A 2 when she has |η 3 to teleport; other choices also possible):
where A 1 ⊗ σ 1 |η 1 η 1 |⊗D is the joint probability of Alice obtaining the result -1 for the measurement operator A 1 and Bob obtaining the outcome -1 for the operator σ 1 , given that the shared state is |η 1 η 1 | ⊗ D, and similarly for the other terms. Note that these are joint probabilities here and not expectation values as was the case before, and the notation has only been retained for brevity. It is quite remarkable that we can skip the complicated way in which Zukowski 23 derives the rather simple expression of the CHSH-type teleportation inequality, and derive from scratch not only the CHSH-type teleportation inequality but also the I3322-type teleportation inequality and similarly the RSP inequalities. Using inequalities of the type in Eq.14 for teleportation using the resource states D in Eq.1, we can check that the value of the I3322 correlators are the same for teleportation and the two RSP protocols, even though none of them violate local realism for any θ . This result further underscores the sameness of nonlocality involved in teleportation and remote state preparation. An upshot of our study is that the correlations involved in teleportation and RSP are both non-local for a range of nonmaximally entangled states (for values of θ π/8) that is smaller than the set of states for which nonlocality is revealed in the usual Bell-CHSH scenario (any value of θ ). This result is not entirely unexpected in light of ref. 24 , where it was shown that if teleportation using Werner states is non-local, then the underlying resource state violates the CHSH inequality, but the converse is not true. It thus seems to be the case that it is easier to simulate the information theoretic tasks of teleportation and RSP using local realist models than to simulate the outcomes of single particle projective measurements in the usual Bell scenario, as was pointed out for teleportation using Werner states 24 .
It is important to stress that the common procedure invoked for setting up the Bell-CHSH type inequality for teleportation and RSP lets us make a legitimate comparison of the nonlocality of correlations involved in the two processes 36 . Just as the maximally entangled state is thought to be more non-local than a non-maximally entangled state because of its stronger violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality, the value of the Bell-CHSH type correlator for each scheme we construct serves as a measure of nonlocality of the correlations used, which is crucially contingent upon the context. In this case, the context constitutes the details of the measurements made on Alice's side which, in turn, are dependent upon the specifics of the respective protocols.
The results of the above comparison are striking -we find that both teleportation and RSP use the same amount of non-local correlations for their respective transfers of information, and the only difference between them, as was pointed out in the previous section, is the amount of classical information Alice needs to communicate to Bob. This is an important conclusion, as it lets us pinpoint clearly the extent to which nonlocality is a resource in each of these schemes.
Finally, we would like to mention that the particular measurement scenario we impose on the spatially separated parties to show nonlocality in this paper can be extended by using either more number of settings in the correlators [11] [12] [13] , or by using generalised measurements 18, 19 on either side. This line of study would require using appropriate versions of local realist inequalities to identify the sets of non-local correlations in a way more general than just using the Bell-CHSH type inequalities, and would also enable showing any possible inequivalence between the various local realist inequalities [10] [11] [12] [13] in the context of the information transfer protocols. Thus, a comprehensive study for assessing relative efficacies of the various local realist inequalities in analysing the nonlocality of correlations in teleportation and RSP, as well as in other schemes of quantum information transfer, should be a fruitful line of research yielding deeper insights into the whole issue of quantum nonlocality and its use as a resource.
